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Keeping you safe in our hands

T

he Open Day is back! It is taking place
on Saturday 11 May from 11am–3pm
at the main hospital site on Fulham
Road. The event will feature all the
popular stands and behind-the-scenes
tours from previous years, but for 2013,
there will be an additional special area
celebrating the Trust’s 20th anniversary.

HM Queen Elizabeth II officially opened
Chelsea and Westminster Hospital in
May 1993. At our Open Day we will be
looking back at the last 20 years and the
amazing achievements of the hospital,
as well as looking forward to the next
20 years.
The Teddy Bear Hospital will be back
once again and there will be many
other fun and educational activities
for children and families to enjoy. The
Chelsea Children’s Hospital will be
opening its doors to show you around

the fantastic, state-of-the-art theatres
and wards.
Our Career Zone is open once again. If
you are a student or are considering a
career in healthcare you can visit the
career zone to meet doctors, nurses,
therapists and many other healthcare
professionals to find out what working
in a hospital is really like and how to kick
start your career.
Our charities will also have their own
stands where you can find out about
their latest fundraising campaigns and
the cutting edge equipment they are
raising money for.
Our healthcare professionals will once
again be running health MOTs where
you can get a quick and easy check-up
and advice on how to lead a healthy
lifestyle. We will also have a variety
of other stands from sexual health to

maternity and pharmacy to end of life
care so there really is something for
everyone. Our back office teams will
also be around during our Open Day
and will be showing you what it takes to
keep such a huge and busy organisation
running 24/7.
Our Foundation Trust Governors will be
available throughout the day to speak
to you about your local hospital and
the work they do representing patients
and our local community. If you are
interested in becoming more involved
and finding out more about Chelsea and
Westminster Hospital you can sign up
to become a Foundation Trust member.
There will be goody bags for everyone
who signs up on the day.
We look forward to seeing you at our
Open Day. Please visit our website
www.chelwest.nhs.uk/openday for
further information.

Our values:

‘It’s who
we are’
O

ur values—as voted for by more
than 90 0 patient s and staff
during the ‘Who do you think WE are?’
consultation last year—define what
patients should expect when they are
cared for at Chelsea and Westminster
and how all staff can help to meet those
expectations.

You will see that many articles in this
month’s Trust News are badged to show
their link to the values which are:

Safe

Excellent

Kind

Respectful
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Quick bites

Tony’s View by Tony Bell, Chief Executive

Katie Piper presenting
our 2013 Star Awards

to everyone who supported our Safe in
our hands campaign. We have started
to make plans for the expansion of our
A&E services but await a final decision
as the matter has been referred to the
Secretary of State for Health by Ealing
Council. We will keep you posted on
developments.

Our staff Star Awards take place on
Thursday 18 April at Chelsea Football
Club. This year Katie Piper is our special
guest who will be presenting the
awards on the night to our inspirational
members of staff.

We have also been spending much time
reflecting on the final report in the Mid
Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust
public inquiry.

Pictures and a full write up from the
Star Awards, including details about
all the winners, will be available on our
website at the end of April.

Team Name Change
The Rapid Response Therapy Team,
which supports A&E, Emergency
Observation Unit (EOU) and Acute
Assessment Unit (AAU) have changed
their name to ‘Acute Assessment Team’.
The team can be contacted on x55050
(020 3315 5050 externally) or bleep
7735/6 from 8am–8pm seven days a
week, with last referrals at 7pm.

Boundary changes
The Local Government Boundar y
Commission is seeking views on its draft
recommendations for new council ward
boundaries for the Royal Borough of
Kensington and Chelsea.
It’s proposing that the council should
have 50 councillors in the future, four
fewer than currently. The recommendations also set out how the councillors
should represent 14 three-member
wards and four two-member wards.
The Commission, an independent
body responsible for reviewing local
authority electoral arrangements,
has l aunched a 12- week public
consultation. An interactive map
and further details are available at
www.consultation.lgbce.org.uk. The
deadline for responses is 10 June 2013.

Medical exams
Last week, the Trust hosted final
medical exams for 200 Imperial College
students. The exams ran smoothly
and produced good results and were
another success for medical teaching at
the Trust. Congratulations to Professor
Derek Bell and Heather Barnes who had
a key role in organising these exams.

End-of-Life Care CQUIN
We have achieved 100% of the target
indicators for the End-of-Life Care
CQUIN which represents enormous
progress towards choice for our
patients in their last year of life.
Congratulations to the team who
supported End-of-Life Care at the Trust.

NHS Constitution
updated
An updated NHS Constitution for
England has been published, replacing
the version published in 2010. As part
of a series of measures to highlight
the importance of whistleblowing in
the NHS, it includes an expectation
that staff should raise concerns
at the earliest opportunit y. An
updated handbook accompanies the
Constitution.

At Chelsea and Westminster, we
continue to carry out a great deal of
work acting on patient feedback and
improving the patient experience. I can
assure you this is a top priority—our
patients will always be put first and
we continually strive for excellence in
everything we do.

W

elcome to our spring issue of
Trust News. It certainly has been
a momentous start to 2013 for Chelsea
and Westminster.

In February, it was decided that we
will remain a major and local hospital
under the Shaping a healthier future
reconfiguration plans in North West
London. The Trust will retain its 24/7
A&E department with emergency
surgery.

April 1 marked the start of the new
commissioning structure for the NHS.
Clinical commissioning groups (CCGs)
have taken over control of 60% of the
NHS budget from Primary Care Trusts
(PCTs). We are already working closely
with CCGs across London.

This is fantastic news for the Trust
as it also enables us to continue to
provide a comprehensive service
to our patients—including complex
medicine and surgery. A huge thank you

The first of our clinical summits with
lead clinicians and managers has been

Patient Letter of
the Month

held to formulate a long term clinical
strategy for the Trust. Work is ongoing
to prioritise investments and the
summits will continue as an important
discussion forum for clinical review and
planning.
This month, you can gain an insight into
the work of our sexual health teams.
Our clinics are featured in the new
Channel 4 documentary The Sex Clinic.
As you will have read on the front page
of this issue, our annual Open Day on 11
May is fast approaching. This is a major
event on the Trust’s calendar and staff
will be working hard to showcase our
services on the day. This will be my first
Open Day, I have had great feedback
about previous events, I am looking
forward to visiting the stands and will
be around if you would like to speak
to me.
This year marks our 20th anniversary
and there will an area at the Open
Day dedicated to celebrating the
achievements of the last 20 years. We
will also be taking this opportunity
to show you our plans for the next
20 years—in particular our plans to
develop our A&E department. I hope
you can join us.
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these doctors
out, it would be Justin.
He helped me so
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my nightmare, I
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-CF

Hand hygiene watch
Each month Infection Control Link Professionals (staff who are responsible for infection
control in their areas of the Trust) conduct audits to track hand hygiene compliance.

Hand hygiene compliance, Oct 2011–Feb 2013
Target area—90% compliance or greater

by George Vasilopoulos
(Web Communications &
Graphic Design Manager)

Clinicians’ blogs
Three clinicians have started to write
blog entries on our website—Dr Rahul
Seewal (Consultant Anaesthetist), Katie
Jeeves (Physiotherapist) and Alison
Dodds (Lead Midwife, Birthing Unit).
These blogs—which can be viewed at
www.chelwest.nhs.uk/clinblog—are
an excellent way for clinicians to
connect personally with the public. The
commenting function for each entry
enables our website users to discuss
the topics raised in each entry.
If you would like to start a blog on your
service, please get in touch with me
on 020 3315 2767 (x52767) or via email
george.vasilopoulos@chelwest.nhs.uk.

20th anniversary
We have launched a microsite (pictured
above) to showcase Chelsea and
Westminster Hospital over the last
20 years. The site is hosted on Jux—a
blogging service typically used by
artists and photographers—which
enables us to provide a rich, visual
user experience on both computers
and mobile devices.
Visit chelwest.jux.com to view the 20th
annivesary website.
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Greig Benson (Engineering Manager)

Grieg Benson started at Chelsea
and Westminster five years ago
as a plumber. He then became
a supervisor before moving into
his current manager role. As a
Trust we use more than 154m
litres of water each year—the
equivalent of more than a billion
wine glasses! We caught up with
Greig to find out what his typical
day is like in water management…

find any issues in the water system in
this hospital as we have a great team
of engineers and clear objectives
that we follow. If we were to find one
of these we would follow the HTM
& L8 [bacteria and water hygiene]
guidelines.

1pm

7am

I meet with the project teams about
new works at the hospital. We have
to make sure the water systems are
installed correctly so that bacteria can’t
breed and cause infections.

I usually arrive on site at about 7am,
although my official hours are 8am–5pm.
I sort out all the paperwork and filing
from the day before and get everything
in place for the day ahead. It tends to
be the quietest time of the day so I get
more done in the first hour than I do for
the rest of the morning!

I had the privilege of being involved
with the new Paediatric Burns Unit
and seeing the big improvement from
what it used to be like in that area. We
are lucky to have such a great Trust
which is developing new wards and
continuously improving to be a really
energy efficient hospital.

10am

The rest of the afternoon will be spent
handling reactive work, which includes
everything from floods to power
outages. Blockages are very common
in hospitals and I am currently working
on plans to improve the drainage
and water systems. The hospital
is 20 years old this year and
the life expectancy of a tap is
usually 15–20 years so there is
a lot of work to replace old
taps and drainage systems
identifying priority areas
to improve.

On a Monday we have a team update
with the other Norland managers. I am
responsible for water management and
I look after a team of five engineers.
Our line of work is quite reactive,
dealing with any issues that arise day
to day. However there is a set schedule
of work that we have to undertake as
well. We have to test every one of the
water outlets in the hospital every six
months, which means we do on average
2,200 tests per month. When we test
the taps we are looking for the right
temperature in the right locations to
prevent the growth of bacteria.
There are some taps in the hospital
that are not currently used and they
have to be flushed twice a week to
prevent stagnant water becoming
a breeding ground for bacteria. We
test for water borne bacteria such as
Legionella and Pseudomonas every
three months. It is very rare that we

Once a month I meet with the Water
Management Group, which includes
Dr Berge Azadian, Director of Infection
Prevention and Control and Nick Webb
General Manager of Estates, to report
findings from the previous month. I also
attend the Infection Prevention and
Control Committee to update
them with findings about our
water systems from the last
month.

5pm
I leave work anytime
between 5 and 7pm but
the day never ends for
our team as we are a 24/7
service.
The saying I always use is “it
always seems impossible
until it is done”
which is

true of my line of work. Working in
a live hospital with lots of different
situations can be challenging but we
always make sure patient care has
minimum disruption. A large amount
of our work goes on behind the scenes.
The best bit of my job is the
people I get to talk to. I am
not out and about as
much as I used to but
it is good to know that
we can calm people
down and expl ain
what is going on when
issues arise. I have a
passion for the Trust
and want to make
it as comfortable as
possible for patients
and staff.

The toughest part of
my job is dealing with
floods and blockages
as it usually involves
waste water which
creates difficult
i n f e c t i o n co n t ro l
issues but things are
going really well and
I am lucky to manage
something I am really
passionate about.

George Vasilopoulos

Web Communications & Graphic Design Manager

60

second
interview

What do you most enjoy about your
work? My colleagues—I work with good
people in a very supportive team. As
for my role itself, I find it rewarding to
figure out ways to bring order to chaos.
How long have you worked here?
I’m getting dangerously close to
completing my first decade at Chelsea
and Westminster.
If you could have chosen a different
career what would you have done? A
professional traveller—I do love a good
overland adventure.
What three words would your family
members use to describe you? The
dark horse—I’ve always done my own
thing without expecting their approval.
What material possession could you
not live without? My phone—it’s my
camera, diary, contact list, email, web
browser, sat nav/GPS, photo album and
music player all rolled into one, without
even mentioning its primary function,
to make calls.

W h a t i s yo u r m os t t re a s u re d
possession? None really—all my
possessions are replaceable... 15
years ago I would have said my photos
of friends and family but now all my
photos are digital and backed up online.
How do you relax? It may not sound
relaxing, but I am an avid dual sport
motorbiker (on/off road)—we are
lucky in the UK to have so many byways
available ranging from packed gravel
roads to mud pits. Getting out and riding
these is my favourite way to de-stress.
Where will you go on your next
holiday? I am off to explore the Alps
this summer and plan to ride from the
Alsace to East Tyrol on the minor routes
and passes.
What motto do you live by? You’re
not here for a long time so make the
most of life.
What is the best piece of advice you
have ever been given? It takes true
courage to grate an onion.
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Chelsea and Westminster chosen Chelsea and
Westminster
as a major North West London
preferred
hospital with full A&E
C

ommissioners have agreed that
Chelsea and Westminster Hospital
will be one of five major acute
hospitals as part of a reconfiguration
of healthcare services across North
West London.

The Joint Committee of Primary Care
Trusts (JCPCT) voted in February to
go ahead with Option A following a
meeting held in public on NHS North
West London’s Shaping a healthier
future recommendations.

The decision to proceed with ‘Option
A’ means Chelsea and Westminster
will continue as both a major and
local hospital with a full 24/7 A&E
department with emergency surgery.

As well as Chelsea and Westminster,
the other four major hospitals in North
West London will be Northwick Park
Hospital, Hillingdon Hospital, West
Middlesex Hospital, and St Mary’s
Hospital.

It also enables the hospital to continue
to provide a comprehensive service
to patients including the delivery
of complex medicine and surgery,
intensive care beds, maternity unit,
inpatient paediatric services, urgent
care centre, outpatients and diagnostic
services.

T h e J C P C T a g r e e d w i t h a l l 13
recommendations on the future of
health services including investing more
than £190m on out-of-hospital care. To
find out more about the decision visit
www.healthiernorthwestlondon.nhs.uk.

Next steps
Ealing Council, which opposes the
plans, has referred the decision to the
Secretary of State for Health Jeremy
Hunt for review. This is now likely to
go to the Independent Reconfiguration
Panel (IRP), which provides advice to
the Health Secretary on contested
proposals to changes to NHS services
in England.

F

I n t h e m ea n t i m e, C h el s ea a n d
Westminster ’s planning for the
proposed changes is continuing
which will mean an expansion of our
A&E department, inpatient beds
and intensive care facilities. The
reconfiguration plans will be developed
over the next three to five years.

Tony Bell, Chief Executive of Chelsea
and Westminster NHS Foundation Trust,
said: “I am delighted that Chelsea and
Westminster has been selected as the
preferred bidder.

Reflection after the Francis report
T

he Francis Report into the failings
at Mid Staffordshire Hospital has
prompted all organisations involved in
healthcare to seriously reflect on the
way they provide care, their culture
and the systems in place to prevent a
similar event.

Main points highlighted in
the Government’s response:

At Chelsea and Westminster, we have
held a series of discussion sessions with
staff led by the Chief Executive and
other members of the Executive Team.
More will be held in the coming weeks.

• New Ofsted-style ratings for
h o s p i t a l s a n d c a re h o m e s
overseen by an Independent
Chief Inspector of Hospitals and
Chief Inspector of Social Care

The themes from these sessions are
being reported to the Trust Board and
to the Council of Governors. They will
form a key component of our Post
Francis Action Plan.

• NHS Confederation to carry out
a review on how to reduce the
bureaucratic burden on frontline
staff and NHS providers by a third

Meanwhile, the Government has
published its initial response, entitled
“Putting Patients First”.

• Nurses’ skills to be revalidated,
as doctors’ are now

• The NHS will have a legal duty to
tell the truth, ‘a statutory duty of
candour’
• As part of a pilot programme,
nurses will work for up to a year
as a healthcare assistant before
receiving funding for their degree
• Healthcare support workers and
adult social care workers to have
a code of conduct and minimum
training standards

Cull on bureaucracy in drive to
paperless NHS—call for feedback
C

helsea and Westminster Hospital
is backing a NHS Confederation
review of bureaucracy in the NHS.

for Health Jeremy Hunt has asked the
Confederation to look into ways of
reducing the bureaucracy burden.

A third of staff across the NHS say
they spend between one and three
hours a day collecting and recording
data—potentially getting in the way of
improving and delivering care.

Chelsea and Westminster Hospital
Chief Executive Tony Bell says, “I am
committed to ensuring our staff have
the maximum time possible for patient
care.

According to the NHS Confederation’s
members, staff are often asked for
unnecessary information, duplication of
data, or to gather information in poorly
designed and cumbersome formats.

“I would like to hear from anyone,
staff, patients, carers, Governors and
members on ways we, as a Trust, can
support the review.

Following the final report into the Mid
Staffordshire Hospital Foundation
Trust’s public inquiry, Secretary of State

“I would like to receive feedback on
how we can play our part in reducing
our internal processes for collecting

bidder for
potential
partnership

and submitting information as well as
increase our use of digital technology.”
Please feed back your views on
reducing bureaucracy by email to
communications@chelwest.nhs.uk.

The NHS Confederation has
already reported on its initial
findings and made 10 top line
recommendations.
More information can be found
at www.nhsconfed.org by typing
“Bureaucracy and Regulatory
Review” in the search field.

ollowing our Trust’s expression of
interest to form a partnership with
West Middlesex University Hospital
NHS Trust (WMUHT), we have been
selected as the ‘preferred bidder’.

“Both organisations are passionate
about innovation and enhancing
services for patients.
“A future partnership offers the
potential to build on the high quality
care that we currently deliver and
develop our services in an innovative
and integrated way for our patients.
“I look forward to working with the
West Middlesex team to explore
the proposals further and see what
opportunities might exist for the future.
“This will involve much more detailed
analysis.”
More detailed work will now be carried
out including an outline business case
to assess whether creating a combined
NHS organisation will be the best
solution for our future direction and
for WMUHT as it seeks to secure
foundation trust status.
In a joint statement, WMUHT Chief
Chief Executive Dame Jacqueline
Docherty and Chairman Tom Hayhoe
said: “Over the coming months we
will work closely with Chelsea and
Westminster NHS Foundation Trust
to submit a Strategic Outline Case to
the NHS Trust Development Authority
for approval to develop a Full Business
Case.
“This is a significant step in securing a
vibrant future for the West Middlesex
site as a major provider of services to
our local residents.”
Over the next few months, our Board
and the Council of Governors will be
meeting to discuss taking the proposals
forward.
We will also be speaking to other key
stakeholders including Monitor and our
commissioners.
Once the detailed analysis has been
completed and, if both parties conclude
that the plans should be taken forward,
the approval of both of the trusts’
Boards, our Council of Governors and
Monitor will be required to create the
new combined organisation.
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A decade of cancer care at
Chelsea and Westminster

T

his year marks the 10th anniversary
of The Macmillan Centre at Chelsea
and Westminster Hospital. Built in
2003 with generous funding from
Macmillan Cancer Support, the centre
has helped over 20,000 people through
its information, counselling and
complementary therapy services.

Russ Hargreaves (Macmillan Cancer
Information and Support Manager) has
been humbled while looking back at
the centre’s achievements: “The centre
has not only survived but has thrived
through the enormous generosity of a
small number of dedicated volunteers.
These people turn up week in and
week out, offering their valuable time
and skills to cancer patients and their
relatives.

During this time, the centre has been
awarded a Quality Environment Mark
and was the recipient of one of the first
Governors’ Quality Awards for making a
significant improvement in patient care.

We have also established a busy
Welfare and Benefits Advice Clinic
and have secured more than £36,000
in grants for patients.

Russ Hargreaves continues: “ We
have welcomed thousands of visitors,
regardless of whether they are a
patient of Chelsea and Westminster.
Indeed, many of our service users
come to us from the Royal Marsden
and Charing Cross Hospitals.

A s one visitor put it: “The team
helped and continues to help me and
my partner through counselling and
complementary therapies. The service
is a valuable and much-needed part of
my life following my partner’s death 18
months ago. I wouldn’t be so brave if I
didn’t have your support.”

“Wherever someone has been affected
by cancer, be they a patient, carer
or member of staff, we have always
tried our best to relieve some of the
enormous stresses and strains of a
cancer diagnosis”.

The centre continues to grow and
develop, expanding its counselling
services and branching out with a new
room on the newly built Kobler Daycare
unit, ensuring we reach as many cancer
patients as possible.

Diagnostic unit opens
O

ur new state-of-the-art diagnostic centre to create a better environment for patients who need a range of
diagnostic tests opened last week. The new centre—which includes endoscopy, cardiology (including ECG
and Echo), neurophysiology and lung function diagnostic facilities—brings together many diagnostic services
previously spread across the hospital. The project has also doubled the number of treatment rooms in endoscopy
to increase our capacity to see more patients.
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Launch of
paediatric
nutrition
screening
tool
R

olling out a paediatric nutrition
screening tool was a CQC recommendation and is also one of the Trust’s
objectives.

The Paediatric Yorkhill Malnutrition
Score (PYMS) is the screening tool of
choice and training has been taking
place in earnest on the paediatric wards
Neptune, Jupiter, Mercury and Apollo.
This has been a collaborative project
between nursing and dietetics, and
paediatric dietitians have led training,
with elected nurses as ‘super users’,
taking the lead for individual wards.
The tool is designed to detect malnutrition in 1–16 year olds to ascertain
whether referral to the paediatric
dietitians or closer monitoring of their
nutritional intake is warranted.
It works out a body mass index (BMI)
score based on weight and length/
height. It then asks questions about
recent weight loss, recent intake and
intake during the admission.
New equipment has been placed
on the wards to include length and
height measures. Nursing staff should
complete the tool on all patients within
24 hours of admission. Once all staff
are trained, regular audits will be
undertaken to review its usage.

Luella Dias (Receptionist) and Colin Bee (Healthcare Assistant) at the Diagnostic Centre reception
Inset photos: Main corridor from the waiting area (top) and one of the cardiology rooms (bottom)

More than 70% of nurses have been
trained so far. If you require training,
please contact the paediatric dietitians
or your ward ‘super user’.

New virtual training system arrives
O

ne of the most advanced virtual
training systems has arrived at
Chelsea and Westminster Hospital.

The new £90k LapSim Haptic System is
one of the first of the new generation
of haptic simulators (simulators that
provide touch feedback) to be used in
the NHS in England.
The simulators enable trainees to carry
out virtual operations on their own and
‘feel’ the organs.
Mr Simon Clarke, Paediatric Surgery
Lead, says: “The new virtual reality
system will initially be used to teach
paediatric surgical trainees laparoscopic
surgery.
“In future it is likely to be extended to
other surgical specialities as more and
more software is added.
“The system has validated courses built
in where progress can be monitored,
as well as videos of actual procedures.

“The simulated operations then can
form part of a scenario in theatre
and allows us to explore some of the
complications that, thankfully, we
rarely see, but are so essential to
training.”
Jan Boe, Business Development
Manager from LapSim manufacturer
Surgical Science, says, “The whole point
is to train younger surgeons so they
can get up to the required skill levels
faster, and keep training away from
live patients.”

Mr Simon Clarke with David Pines (UK Limbs and Things)
and Jan Boe (Surgical Science)

Chelsea and Westminster Hospital
is the centre for paediatric surgery
for North West London and provides
simulation training for London and the
South East.
The system is part of the London
Deanery’s and NHS London’s Simulation
and Technology-enhanced Learning
Initiative (STeLI) which promotes
the use of powerful educational
technologies.

Mr Clarke demonstrates the 3D
glasses used with the sytem

Simulator controls which provide
haptic feedback to the user
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Foundation Trust membership news
A message from the Lead Governor
I am honoured to be re-elected as Lead Governor for
the Trust for a 3 year term.
The constitution of the governing body has been
changed by the recent act of parliament to
increase its powers as a “critical friend” to the
hospital.

Ask your
Governors
a question

Following the Francis report it is likely that the
governing body will have an increasing role
ensuring that patient care is the central concern
of the Trust.
This is likely to involve increasing unobtrusive
hospital visits and and to increase the importance of
the Quality Committee.
I have a strong personal interest in patient centred
outcome research which has an increasingly
strong academic output, and has been
shown to increase patient satisfaction
and reduced costs.
My aim over the next 3 years
is to develop increasingly
sophisticated models to
measure patient involvement
and satisfaction with the care
that they receive at Chelsea
and Westminster Hospital.
—Prof Brian Gazzard

Diary dates
Council of Governors’
Meetings
The Council of Governors meets
regularly throughout the year and
meetings are open to the public. The
next meeting is 23 May, 4–6:30pm in
the Boardroom on the Lower Ground
Floor of the main hospital building.
We welcome members to attend—the
meetings give you an opportunity to
hear about current topics and plans.
If you would like to attend, please
contact Vida Djelic on 020 3315 6716.

Annual Members’
Meeting
Thursday 19 September
The Annual Members’ Meeting is
your chance to hear about the last 12
months at Chelsea and Westminster,
as well as our future plans. It includes
presentations by the Chairman, Chief
Executive, Director of Finance and a
Foundation Trust Governor.
This year’s meeting will be at 5:30pm
on Thursday 19 September in the
Restaurant on the Lower Ground Floor
of Chelsea and Westminster Hospital.
All are welcome.

A

new webpage has been launched
to allow website users to directly
interact with Governors at Chelsea and
Westminster Hospital.

Website users can let Governors know
their comments and offer suggestions
about any improvements they would
like to see.
All comments and responses are
public. Those who would like to have a
private discussion can attend a ‘Meet
a Governor’ session or, alternatively,
email ftsecretary@chelwest.nhs.uk.
Comment s are subject to Trust
commenting guidelines which can be
read on the page. To contribute, go to
www.chelwest.nhs.uk/getinvolved and
click ‘Ask a Governor a question’ in the
side menu on the left.

A tour of maternity
by Wendie McWatters, Patient Governor

I

recently spent a fascinating couple
of hours with Cherr y Brennan,
Mater nit y Inpatient s Matron &
Supervisor of Midwives, and learned
a great deal about the improvements
that have taken place.

It was a very special day. UNICEF
was assessing the “Baby Friendly”
initiative—best practice standards
on infant feeding. Chel sea and
Westminster have passed UNICEF
Levels 1 and 2.
The atmosphere was electric. Mums
and staff were being primed. Cherry
said: “...the assessors were ver y,
very happy with us and could not
see any reason that we would not
be successful. They also gave us
wonderful feedback.”
Our first stop was the Kensington Wing
which is for private patients.
This private section plans to increase
its facilities to include scanning,
outpatients and midwife-led services.
We passed an inflatable birthing pool
for the use of private patients, but a
plumbed-in pool is hoped for. The NHS
has two birthing pools and an average
of 55 NHS and private low-risk patients
use the birthing unit per month.

We then visited the private neonatal
unit which is very close to the NHS
section. An interesting point was
made. Very sick babies can be moved
from private care into the NHS
system with no extra charge. Most
private maternity hospitals charge
approximately £2,500 per day.
We now moved on to the NHS wards,
some midwife-led. Having passed
through the Labour Ward, we arrived
at the highlight of my visit—The Nest,
which was funded by a Directors’ Den
project.
The concept is simple and remarkable:
a quiet, peaceful space where women
in early labour can sit, lie or kneel on
a bed, loungers, beanbags, cushions—
whatever is most comfortable.
Special lighting and sensory objects
give a feeling of calm. This alleviates
the problem of being temporarily
discharged, sometimes alone to an
empty home, fearful and anxious.
This particularly applies to older
career women experiencing their first
pregnancy.
The comfort and support they receive
in The Nest is immeasurable. A doula
[non-medical staff member who
assists a woman during the birth of
her child] will tend to them giving

massage and aromatherapy while they
watch nature images on a large TV
screen. They have companionship and
advice from the staff.
The Nest had been open two weeks
when I visited. There is funding for
one year. I feel strongly that this
project must continue. For me this
was a unique experience and The Nest
concept should be multiplied. Its value
is immense.
O u r n e x t p o r t- o f- c a l l w a s t h e
Josephine Barnes Ward with 15
antenatal beds. I spoke to several
mums who gave positive feedback.
One patient who was waiting for
an induction gave some very useful
pointers regarding her antenatal
experience. Certain improvements
could be made which I am reporting
to the next Governors Quality Subcommittee meeting.
I feel the whole maternity unit is
really pulling together and I was most
impressed with their attitude and
enthusiasm. A memorable visit.
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Foundation Trust membership news
Medicine for Members draws crowds
Empathetic End of Life Care seminar proves popular with members

I

t was a full house for the Medicine
for Members seminar on End of Life
Care, which took place on Tuesday 19
February.
Chelsea and Westminster Palliative
Care Consultant Dr Sarah Cox gave
a sensitive presentation covering a
variety of aspects about end of life care.
The evening concluded with an active
question and answer session.
Feedback from attendees showed that
93% of people found the seminar useful
and 91% would recommend future
Medicine for Members events.

There were also some very positive
comments including:
• Dr Cox’s dealing with questions
was brilliant—she is obviously an
outstandingly caring and empathetic
doctor.”
• Dr Cox was excellent at answering
questions and putting our fears to
rest.”
• I found Dr Cox’s presentation very
clear, reassuring and informative. Can
she please be in charge for me and my
family.”

Dr Sarah Cox with Martin Lewis (Public Governor)

‘Managing your medicines’ seminar highly rated by members
Chelsea and Westminster held our
second Medicine for Members event
of 2013 on 27 February.
The seminar, on ‘Managing your
medicines’, was presented by Dr Iñaki
Bovill (Consultant in Medicine for
the Elderly) and Shirley Kuo (Clinical
Pharmacist). The topic proved popular
with 33 people attending with many
questions from the audience after the
presentation.
Feedback from those who attended
was ver y positive with 100% of
respondents ‘agreeing’ or ‘strongly

agreeing’ that they found the event
useful.
Comments from the evening included:
• The idea that on discharge of patients
a short discussion is made by the
pharmacist is vital.
• More Medicine for Members events
please!
The Medicine for Members schedule
for the rest of 2013 is currently being
agreed. For upcoming events please
see www.chelwest.nhs.uk/m4m.

Dr Iñaki Bovill and Shirley Kuo

New powers

Upcoming
‘Meet a
Governor’
sessions

N

HS Foundation Trust Governors
have been given additional
responsibilities and powers under the
Health and Social Care Act 2012.

The Council of Governors:
• has a duty to hold Non-Executive
Directors to account for the performance of the Board of Directors, and
to represent the interests of Trust
members as a whole as well as the
interests of the public
• may require one or more Directors
to attend Governors’ meetings to
obtain information about Trust or
Director performance (and to decide
whether to propose a vote on Trust
or Director performance)
• must approve ‘significant transactions’
by majority vote
• must approve Trust applications to
enter into mergers, acquisitions,
separations or dissolutions by
majority vote
• must decide if Trust private patient
work would significantly interfere
with the Trust’s principal purpose,
and approve proposed increases in
private patient income of 5% or more
in any financial year by majority vote
• must approve amendments to the
Trust constitution by majority vote

• Tue 23 Apr, 2–3pm—Martin Lewis
(Public Governor)

Queen’s daffodils
Staff from Edgar Horne Ward with one of the bouquets of
daffodils sent to the Trust by Buckingham Palace

Special Members’ Meeting
A

packed special meeting of Trust
members decided on 28 March
to make big changes to the Trust’s
constitution.

Called at short notice, the standingroom-only meeting was chaired by
the Trust’s chairman, Professor Sir
Christopher Edwards, and the proposed
changes were put to the meeting by
Lead Governor, Prof Brian Gazzard.
Most of the proposed changes had to
be made because of changes to the
law, with a large number of sections
of the Health and Social Care Act 2012
coming into force on 1 April. All of
these changes were agreed with little
opposition.

But a change to the way the constitution can be amended in future was also
proposed. Up until 28 March, changes
to the constitution could only be
made by the members at the Annual
Members’ Meeting or at a Special
Members’ Meeting.
Prof Gazzard proposed that in future, in
order to save time and money, changes
would be made if agreed by half the
Governors and half the Directors
voting, although any changes relating
to the role of the Governors would still
have to be agreed at the next Annual
Members’ Meeting. Despite some
opposition, the motion to make the
change was carried by a large majority.

• Tue 7 May, 11am–12 noon—Chris
Birch (Patient Governor)
• Tue 7 May, 2–3pm—Martin Lewis
(Public Governor)
• Thu 16 May, 2:30–3:30pm—Susan
Maxwell (Patient Governor)
• Mon 20 May, 2–4pm—Anna HodsonPressinger (Patient Governor)
• Tue 21 May, 2–3pm—Martin Lewis
(Public Governor)
• Tue 4 Jun, 11am–12 noon—Chris
Birch (Patient Governor)
• Thu 6 Jun, 2:30-3:30pm—Wendie
McWatters (Patient Governor)
• Thu 13 Jun, 2:30-3:30pm—Susan
Maxwell (Patient Governor)
• Monday 17 June, 2– 4pm—Anna
Hodson- Pressinger (Patient
Governor)
If you cannot attend these dates, please
let us know your availability and we
will ask a Governor to meet you at your
convenience. Please contact the PALS
Office on 020 3315 6727.
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Education at Chelsea and Westminster
C

helsea and Westminster
Hospital has an ambition
to rank amongst the leading
teaching hospitals in the world
by providing education, faculty,
placements, resources and
learning outcomes of the highest
quality.

Clinical quality improvement
project leads to change

C h e l s e a a n d We s t m i n s te r
provides medical undergraduate
and postgraduate education,
nursing and midwifery and Allied
Health Professional training.
The Trust also provides simulation, resuscitation, mandatory
and vocational training and other
non-clinical education such as
management and leadership
training.
With the creation of Health
Education England, the commissioning and management of
contracts and funding will
become the responsibility of
Health Education North West
London from April 2013.
The shift to localised commissioning means that the Trust’s
education deliver y may be
under greater and more regular
scrutiny. However, it also gives us
the potential to shape the way
education is commissioned to
meet our needs.
Internally, the focus of our
education and training function
is to support the three clinical
divisions in the development
of the staffing skills required
to continue delivering safe and
effective patient care.
Following consultations with
staff, the Trust is reconfiguring
existing education departments
into t wo structures which
will report to a newly formed
Education Strategy Board.
Education and training continues
to evolve as the Trust works to
realise its aim to become one of
the leading teaching healthcare
organisations in the world.

Notice of correction from Trust
News January/February 2013
Consultant Radiologist Dr Julia
Hillier has been appointed to the role
of Clinical Tutor for Postgraduate
Medicine.

Dr Berge Azadian (Director of Infection Prevention & Control), David Bushby (Resuscitation Service Manager), students
Alexander Harding, Angus Turnbull, Robert Lee and Katie Wright, and Roz Wallis (Nurse Consultant Infection Control)

U

ndergraduate students at Chelsea
and Westminster have come
up with staff safety ideas. Year 3
Undergraduate medical students were
tasked with seeking ways of improving
quality, the effectiveness of a system,
patient safety or patient satisfaction.
Working in groups, the project was
designed to help students learn the
principles of quality care, the method
for evaluating ser vices and the
importance of clinicians leading change
in health services.
Students had to identify a project in
their area, evaluate the service, and

produce a poster that showed their
findings and demonstrated their ideas
for improvement.
They were encouraged to keep their
ideas simple and come up with a
concept that could be an achievable,
cost-effective resolution to a real
problem. Students were able to work
with Trust staff to help them identify
a feasible improvement to services at
the hospital.
From 12 competing presentations, the
winning project “To PPE or not to PPE?”
was chosen which focussed on infection
control posters for side rooms on wards.

The students had identified that current
posters were unclear with staff unsure
if they could enter and what Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) they should
wear.
The students came up with three new
poster designs to improve advice
when treating a patient who has been
isolated due to an infection.
With the designs easy to implement,
the students are now following
through their idea and have presented
their project to the Infection Control
Committee.

Professional development

A key part of education and excellence
D

disciplinary clinical education and
training.

She was awarded a Florence Nightingale
travel scholarship and went to South
Africa to work and learn more about
trauma nursing.

The centre consists of three departments—Clinical Skills, Resuscitation
and Simulation—which work together
to provide a comprehensive education
and development facility. It offers a
variety of courses ranging from basic
life support and clinical skills such
as venepuncture through to more
advanced training such as crisis resource
management and advanced life support.

onna Barleycorn, Professional
Development Lead for A&E, started
at Chelsea and Westminster in October
2012 but has worked in a professional
development role for the past four years.

Donna tell s us why professional
development and education is such
an important area at Chelsea and
Westminster:
“Professional development in nursing
has a strong focus within the Trust,
which has several dedicated professional development nurses to facilitate
learning and education. This includes
Trust and mandatory training, team
training days and national educational
courses and qualifications.
This professional development work
ties into the Trust’s Centre for Clinical
Practice which specialises in multi-

during placements. There is also a
significant amount of help and training
for Healthcare Assistants.
Good professional development and
training for staff leads to better, high
quality care for patients.
Chelsea and Westminster offers a
variety of education and training for
staff and opportunities to develop
within their current bands, as well
as career progression to higher
competencies and qualifications.

Clinical supervisors work with nurses
to provide clinical leadership on the
front line, working as part of the team.
Research shows that professional
education helps with recruitment
and retention of staff, increases staff
morale as well as reducing sickness
rates. Education also underpins safety
and excellence and minimises clinical
incidents.

Donna runs teaching for A&E staff every
day at 8:30am, Monday to Friday. Staff
from across the Trust are invited to
teach a variety of topics from different
perspectives.

There is a good opportunity for
professional development across all
Divisions. The Trust supports student
nurses with mentors and assistance

• If you are interested in professional
development, education and training
please contact Donna by emailing
Donna.Barleycorn@chelwest.nhs.uk

Newly qualified band 5 nurses can
spend six-month blocks in different
specialties for 18 months.”
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Education at Chelsea and Westminster

A night in
the life of
a student
midwife
W

e caught up with Chelsey
Blake to find out what
life is like as a student midwife
at Chelsea and Westminster
Hospital...
I arrive at work at 7pm for a cup of tea
and change in to my uniform before my
shift begins at 8pm.
I meet my mentor and we go to the
labour ward to find out who my midwife
and I are looking after. We also check
the board to see what else is happening
on the labour ward.
We usually have a hand over from
the day staff who are going home,
but tonight labour ward is unusually
quiet so instead we carry out the daily

Q&A with Kevin
Shotliff
Director of MultiProfessional Education
How long have you
worked at Chelsea
and Westminster?
10 years.
What does your
role entail? I am
involved through
the Trust’s educational board and
educational operations group in helping
to develop and implement the Trust’s
vision of improved patient care and staff
development, so giving excellence in
patient care by a world class workforce
in a world class institution.

checks of the resuscitaires, where the
new born babies are cared for, and the
emergency trolleys.

One woman I spoke to gave a clear
history that her waters had gone and
she was contracting.

We ensure the rooms are all stocked
and tidy and as it is quiet I go down to
the postnatal ward to see the lady I
cared for on my last shift.

I spoke with her for about 10 minutes
assessing her contractions as I asked
her questions about the level of pain
she was experiencing, what colour
her waters were and how she was
feeling.

During the shift it is ever yone’s
responsibility to answer the phone,
even students!
We get plenty of calls during the night
and I assess the women over the phone,
gathering information about their
medical history, their pregnancy and
why they are calling.
Sometimes women call for reassurance,
and other times they need to come in
to be checked out.

I was later present at her beautiful pool
birth in the morning.

What makes education and
training different at Chelsea and
Westminster? Our ethos is one
of facilitated learning in a helpful
educational environment enabling us
to strive for retention of well educated
and happy staff.

My shift finishes at 8am when I headed
home to get some breakfast and sleep
before coming back that night.

What advice would you give staff
who are interested in furthering their
education and training? Do it!

After checking with my midwife, I asked
her to come into the hospital to be
assessed.

Junior
Enhancing patient
doctors
experience, supporting
competition excellent care
C

ongratulations to Dr Aysha Begum
who won the junior doctor s
competition for prescribing effectively
at discharge. This is the second year
of the competition, which aims to
encourage junior doctors to write
comprehensive instructions about
changes to medications in the discharge
summary. GPs rely on this information
to continue or discontinue patients’
medication following an inpatient stay.

Project Manager and Pharmacist Shirley
Kuo said: “We are very pleased to award
this prize to Dr Begum. Our junior
doctors have improved year-on-year
in terms of the quality of discharge
medication information.
“Additional training and important
s y stem c hanges have pl ayed a
significant role in helping with this.
Most importantly, our junior doctors
recognise the benefits of accurate and
high quality discharge summaries in
supporting the safe transfer of patients
back to their primary care service
providers.”

T

here are more than 350 Healthcare
Assistants (HCAs) and Maternity
Support Workers (MSWs) at Chelsea
and Westminster Hospital who provide
frontline care for our patients.

To ensure our patients have the best
possible care, HCAs and MSWs undergo
a rigorous recruitment process to
choose the right people for the role
who will reflect and meet our Trust
Values.
More than 100 new HCAs and MSWs
have been recruited during the past
12 months.
Once in post, they complete a ‘welcome
day’ spent in the classroom to learn
fundamental skills for their role as well
as informing them of our Trust policies
and procedures.
The next step is to complete the
Excellence in Care certificate which
comprises a further 8 days of training

Why is education important for
Chelsea and Westminster? Our goal
is to provide high quality patient
care, provided by a suitably educated
workforce in all posts at all levels.
With the concept of lifelong learning
we would aim to have every person
involved in patient care, whatever their
background or discipline, to be able
to deliver and achieve that as well as
providing an environment in which they
are able to fill their own potential and
aspirations.

both in the classroom and practical
sessions.
During the course, they learn about
a range of topics including nutrition,
patient experience and customer
ser vice, respect & dignit y, and
prevention of pressure ulcers.
To reflect our changing HCA & MSW
workforce, we have introduced a new
pathway of training and development,
which reflects how long staff are
staying with us before moving onto
the next stage of their career.
Further development for these staff
members who choose a supporting role
as a career consists of a Level 3 Diploma
or a Certificate in Higher Education
both in conjunction with London South
Bank University.
This level of training also gives those
that need educational qualifications
the ability to then move on to nursing,
midwifery or physiotherapy.

Key facts:

Nursing and
midwifery training
• There are 180 students nurses and
midwives in the Trust at any one time
• We teach Postgraduate Diploma
student nurses and midwives
• Students come from Kings College
London and London South Bank
Universities
• We receive consistently positive
clinical placement evaluations by
student nurses and midwives
• We are unique in running and
delivering our own Kings College
mentor ship modules on site,
delivered by our own teaching staff
• We have a dedicated clinical teacher
for HCAs and newly qualified staff
nurses
• We are unique in providing
opportunities for secondment to
Operating Department Practitioner
training in London
• Professional staff groups are
represented on our Continuous
Professional Development group
for resource allocation for training
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Tea and Music

Exhibition
raises nearly How a simple idea has helped patients
£50,000
for arts
provision

help our patients connect with their
experiences at a very personal level, and
contribute to the promotion of a sense
of wellbeing in a way which powerfully
complements the treatment and care
they are receiving.”
Since the introduction of Tea and Music,
there has been a noticeable difference
in patients getting out of their rooms.

I

n December, an exhibition and sale in
memory of one of Britain’s best –loved
painters, Mary Fedden, was held at the
hospital raising an incredible £47,177 for
Chelsea and Westminster Health Charity.
The funds will go towards conserving
and maintaining the large art collection
in the hospital and buying new pieces
for areas that are due to be developed.
Mary, who died last year, just a few
weeks before her 97th birthday, was one
the charity’s most dedicated supporters
and was amazingly generous in giving
her paintings to hang in the hospital
itself and for each fundraising show.
As well as key pieces by Mary, the
show was generously supported by 16
other artists including Maggi Hambling,
Elizabeth Fritsch, Prunella Clough and
Tessa Newcomb, exhibiting a range of
different works including pottery, prints
and paintings.
The exhibition would not have been
possible without the support of James
Scott, Ian Collins and The Hargreaves
and Ball Trust.

Darren Brown, Infectious Disease
Physiotherapist says: “The music
enhances the experience of patients.
It has encouraged social engagement,
mobility, psychological enrichment and
cognitive stimulation. Patients tell us
how much they value it and it really does
help to encourage engagement with
rehabilitation.”

Patients and staff enjoy a performance

O

ver the last six months patients on
Ron Johnson ward have been taking
part in ‘Tea and Music’—the simple idea
of bringing live music to patients while
they undergo treatment. Patients having
chemotherapy and blood transfusions
have enjoyed a variety of music from
Rogers and Hammerstein, through to
the Beatles and Billy Joel.
In a recent evaluation, patients reported
increased happiness, with 97.3% finding
the music a complete distraction from
being in hospital. Tea and Music will now
become a permanent weekly feature on
the Ron Johnson ward.

Tea and Music has been championed by
Alan Wheeler, a St Stephen’s Volunteer,
who, from the start of the project, has
been raising money to pay musicians’
travel expenses and serving tea, coffee
and biscuits during every music session.
Alan says: “I love to see the happiness
it brings people. Even one hour a week

helps people relax and think about
things other than being unwell. These
activities also provide friends and family
with a fun, engaging and entertaining
environment.”
In 2002, a research project carried out
at Chelsea and Westminster revealed
that music can increase the number
of lymphocyte cells in patients with
HIV. Good lymphocyte level has been
linked to slower disease progression
and a better prognosis. It is thought that
music causes this effect by diminishing
patients’ stress and fear, as well as
improving emotional responses and
mental health, which increases the
chances of a better immune response.
Ron Johnson Ward Manager, Christina
Casley, has seen firsthand the enormous
benefits music brings to patients.
“Many of our patients are facing life
changing conditions and challenging
treatments at all stages of their lives.
Creative activities such as music can

In photos

Jonathan Lewis-Jones, whose twins boys Ralph and Oscar
were born at Chelsea and Westminster and treated
in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU), raised
approximately £5,000 for Chelsea Children’s Hospital.

Sessions run on the Ron Johnson ward
every Friday 2:15–3:15pm and musicians
perform on a voluntary basis.
If you are interested in volunteering,
please contact Daisy Fancourt by email
daisy.fancourt@chelwest.nhs.uk or
telephone 020 3315 6618/x56618.

A pianist performs for the group

The Lions Club visited the new Chelsea Children’s Hospital
where their fundraising efforts have raised more than
£2,000 over the past two years. The funds were used
to purchase items including a refrigerator for the
parents’ room on Apollo Ward (previously Children’s High
Dependency Unit). Pictured below are Gareth Teackle
(Modern Matron) with Lions Club representatives Helen
Vipond, Valerie Kiernan Sylvia Brown and Philip Halliwell.
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Kiehl’s honours Chelsea
and Westminster mums
T

his past Mother’s Day Kiehl’s and
the Children’s Hospital Trust Fund
charity honoured some of London’s
bravest mothers.

The Children’s Hospital Trust Fund
witness, on a daily basis, the most
inspiring, bravest and loving of mothers
keeping vigil by their children’s bedside
at Chelsea and Westminster Hospital.

Daisy Gomez Gyberg, whose
daughter was born prematurely
in December 2012, with
Rebecca McLoughlin

This is why they ensured these mums
were not forgotten on Mother’s Day
and gave them bags full of toiletries
donated by luxury cosmetics brand
Kiehl’s.
A Kiehl’s spokesperson said: “We are
delighted to be making this possible
and hope that this small token will make
the mothers realise how much they

Success for Burns Psychological
Screening Project
S

ince the inception of the Burns
Psychological Screening Project 18
months ago, psychologists at the Burns
Service have screened 460 burns patients
to assess their psychological needs.

As a result, they were able to identify
that just over 50% of those screened
required s om e inter vent ion or
psychological support.
These findings illustrate a compelling
need for this service and in June,
after charitable funding ends for the
project, the Trust will assume funding

of the psychologist’s post, enabling this
important work to continue.
The next step is to raise £385,000 to
create a Research Centre of Excellence
for burns. £20,000 of funding has
already been secured from the Garfield
Weston Foundation and a number
of individual donors but if you can
help, or know someone who might
be able to support this important
area of work, please contact Kerry
Huntington (Fundraising Manager) at
kerry.huntington@chelwest.nhs.uk or
on 020 3315 6619.

Sasha donates birthday money
to Chelsea Children’s Hospital
A

young girl has asked for presents
of a different nature for her 10th
birthday. Sascha Levy’s birthday list
asked her friends and family to donate
to The Pluto Appeal.

She set up her own fundraising page
and has raised more than £950 for the
Appeal. Her original target was £200
but she is now hoping to raise £1,000.
Sascha said: “Every year our school
chooses a charity to support and this
is how I came across The Pluto Appeal.
I really wanted Pluto to be chosen
but unfortunately it wasn’t and I then
decided that I would support it myself.
“There was nothing I really wanted for
my 10th birthday and so I asked my
friends to donate to Pluto instead.”
Munther Haddad, Chairman of The
Children’s Hospital Trust Fund (the
charity behind The Pluto Appeal) and
Senior Consultant Paediatric Surgeon

said: “I cannot imagine how tricky the
decision must have been for Sascha to
give up her birthday presents so she
could help other children and babies.
“I don’t know many young children willing
to be so selfless and thoughtful. Sascha
is a remarkable girl and we’re all very
proud of what she’s done. We’re very
grateful to Sascha for helping us on
the final straight towards raising the
remaining £470,000 required to buy
Pluto. We wish her a very happy birthday
from all of us on the Pluto team.”

are appreciated, especially at such a
difficult time as this.”
Rebecca McLoughlin from the Children’s
Hospital Trust Fund said: “Having been
through the experience of having a child
ill in hospital myself, I know how difficult
it is to make time for yourself.
“We hope that the Mother’s Day gift
from Kiehl’s will provide the mums with
an opportunity to take some time out
from this very trying time.”
• For more information on the work of
the Children’s Hospital Trust Fund,
visit www.chtrustfund.org.uk
• To contact the charity please email
chtf@chelwest.nhs.uk or call them
on 020 3315 8956

Run, jump, fly
R

unning marathons and jumping
out of planes are just some of the
things that supporters of Chelsea and
Westminster Health Charity are getting
involved in this spring to raise money for
the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU).

Jeegnasha Oberoi is taking part in a
skydive on 17 April in loving memory of
her son Veer. Having been diagnosed
with a Congenital Diaphragmatic Hernia
at birth, Veer spent most of his short life
at Chelsea and Westminster.
Jeegnasha says: “Today Veer is not with
us. However, we have treasured some
beautiful memories which were only
possible because of the amazing NICU
team. We made some lifelong friends
during our stay and learned a lot about
what is really important. Whatever you
do, have hope and be patient. While he
was in hospital, music became Veer’s
best friend and became a very important
part of his life. It calmed and relaxed him.
We are raising money to help babies like
Veer develop and learn while in hospital.”
Friends and family have dug deep and
Jeegnasha has already raised more than
£4,000 of her £5,000 target. Please visit
www.justgiving.com/Jeegnasha-Oberoi1
to support her.
Also raising money for NICU is Lisa
Galliers, whose son Thomas spent the
first six weeks of his life there after
being born 10 weeks premature. Lisa
will be pounding the streets of London
as a competitor in the Virgin London
Marathon on Sunday 21 April.

• You can support Sascha by visiting
www.justgiving.com/sascha-levy

Lisa says: “We were very lucky with
Thomas, he didn’t have too many issues,
however, some of the other babies in
there aren’t so lucky and need lots of
medical help and treatment. I’m raising
money for the unit where he was cared
for, so they can help other tiny babies
get home quickly.”

• For more information about The Pluto
Appeal see www.theplutoappeal.com

You can support Lisa by visiting www.
justgiving.com/LisaRunstheMarathon2013

The Pluto Appeal aims to raise £1.5m to
buy a da Vinci robotic surgical system
which would be available for use on
children and babies at Chelsea Children’s
Hospital.

A new mother
and baby
initiative
W
hile for the vast majority of parents
having a child is an exciting time
as they welcome a healthy baby into
the world, sadly this is not true for
everyone. More than 1 in 10 babies
are born prematurely, which can have
devastating effects and in many parts
of the world 1 in 16 women die during
pregnancy or childbirth.

The hospital charity and the Trust’s
maternity team are launching Borne—
the first initiative of its kind in the
UK—to help change these statistics.
Borne’s aim is to translate groundbreaking research into treatment to
make pregnancy and childbirth safer for
mothers and their babies and improving
lifelong health for both.
Led by Professor Mark Johnson, the
Borne team includes consultants Gubby
Ayida and Shane Duffy, and Head of
Midwifery Vivien Bell. Combining
research, treatment and education, the
team will provide long term follow-up
of babies born at the hospital. If
treatments were to prolong pregnancy
by only one week, it would save lives,
reduce disability and save the NHS
£260m each year.
The team behind Borne also plan to use
their expertise in clinical care to train
maternity teams in Ethiopia, South
Africa and Uganda, which have some
of the highest rates of premature birth.
Mark Johnson, Professor Obstetrics,
Chelsea and Westminster Hospital says:
“We are delighted to be working with
the charity on this exciting initiative.
Our initial research findings are already
improving care for mothers whose
newborns are premature. With Borne,
we can now focus on turning these
discoveries into effective treatments,
taking our findings from the ‘bench to
the bedside’.”
Borne is also supported by a passionate
and committed group of parents
whose lives have been transformed by
Professor Mark Johnson and colleagues
at Chelsea and Westminster Hospital.
Mark Norbury, Chief Executive, Chelsea
and Westminster Health Charity, says:
“It is wonderful to have such generous
support for Borne. There is so much
passion and commitment to the
initiative that in just a few months we
have raised £600,000. We are confident
that we can reach our target of £1.9m by
the end of the year. This would create a
legacy for mothers’ and babies’ health
that would last for generations, saving
and improving millions of lives.”
The official launch for this new initiative
will take place this autumn.
• For further information on Borne, see
the new website www.borne.org.uk
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Supporting patients suffering domestic abuse

Domestic Abuse Team—Dr Charlotte Cohen (HIV/GUM
Consultant), Mrs Maureen Helmi (HIV/GUM Secretary), Fiona
Charuy (Safeguarding Midwife), Dr Nick Hale (Nurse Consultant:
Vulnerable People) and Liz Barnshaw (Clinical EPR Analyst)

C

helsea and Westminster’s adult
safeguarding team have introduced
a range of developments to help
staff support patients suffering from
domestic abuse.
Statistics show that:

• One in four women will be a victim
of domestic abuse in their lifetime
• About two in five of all survivors of
domestic abuse are men
• One incident of domestic abuse is
reported to the police every minute

Successful
launch of
new PCAM
pain relief
pumps

• On average, 35 assaults happen
before the police are called
• It is estimated that every week, up
to two women are murdered by their
current or former partner
Last December, the Government
definition of domestic abuse changed
to recognise coercive control, and
acknowledges that patterns of power
and control occur over time. The age
of classification was also lowered
to include people aged 16–18—the
highest rates of domestic abuse occur
in the 16–25 age group.

125 staff have received specialist
training in domestic abuse awareness
and best practice from across a range
of departments within the Trust.

Training on this tool took place at
the Clinical Governance half day in
March and will continue on a rolling
programme.

A further 15 clinical staff have up-skilled
to become Domestic Abuse Links
(DALs)—key people who will help
support colleagues when disclosures
of domestic abuse have been made at
the hospital.

For further information on these
developments please email:
• charlotte.cohen@chelwest.nhs.uk
• fiona.charuy@chelwest.nhs.uk or
• nick.hale@chelwest.nhs.uk

We aim to double this number by the
end of 2013 and ensure there is one in
most specialties.

If staff have technical queries on how
to access the log, please place a help
desk call for EPR.

Training on working with perpetrators
of abuse who wish to change their
behaviour is also scheduled for the
Autumn

The next training dates for staff on
domestic abuse are:

The team has created a Domestic Abuse
folder on the Trust intranet in Policies
and Procedures ► Trustwide Policies
& Procedures which includes useful
resources designed to signpost staff
to local and external agencies.
A one sided domestic abuse referral
chart has also been designed to guide
staff on procedures, clearly displayed
in clinical areas.
Processes have been put in place to
safely document disclosures of abuse
within an electronic patient record.
This will ensure that confidential
information is documented in a
separate area of the patient record, and
will only be able to be read by clinicians.

The PCAM pump is a patient controlled
device which administers pain relief to
patients.
There was a great uptake for the
training with a total of 235 members
of staff from across the Trust attending
either advanced or standard training.
There have been minimal problems
since the roll-out of the new pumps
into the Trust in February.
Thank you to all staff for their support
and well done to the Pain Team for their
work on this project.

• Mon 16 Sep—awareness and best
practice training
• Mon 25 Nov—perpetrator training
(for DALs only)
• Mon 10 Feb 2014—awareness and
best practice training
If you would like to register for
these please send an email detailing
your name, date of course, job role,
department and contact details to
maureen.helmi@chelwest.nhs.uk.

• “Absolutely brilliant—you were
all fantastic! So interesting and
informative. Nice that something is
done for women.”
• “Educational and informative. Clear,
funny, interactive. I wasn’t sure what
to expect but I was pleased with this
forum.”

W
hank you to the staff who attended
the training sessions for the new
PCAM pumps over the past couple of
months.

• Mon 15 Jul—DAL training, 2nd cohort
(prior attendance at awareness
training mandatory)

Women’s health evening

Dr Sara Day, Jane Bruton (Clinical Lead), Kirsten Borkowska (PA), Sarah
Dermont (Specialist Midwife) and Zoe Sheppard (Nurse Practitioner)

T

• Mon 13 May—awareness and best
practice training

omen living with HIV are often
underrepresented in patient
forums. To address this on the 6
February the HIV Patient Forum held
its first open evening for women
living with HIV in London. The aim was
to provide information on a range of
women’s health topics and to engage
women in the development of our
future services so they better meet
their needs.

A diverse group of 28 women of all
ages, backgrounds and life experiences
c a m e f ro m a c ros s L o n d o n a n d
the neighbouring counties. They
attended three workshops, run by
health professionals from Chelsea
and Westminster—Dr Sara Day, Ms
Zoe Sheppard, Dr Naomi Low-Beer,
Ms Sarah Dermont and Ms Jane
Bruton, and Ms Angelina Namiba
from Positively UK. The workshops
addressed issues of conception,
pregnancy planning, sexual health and
the menopause.

The evening was a great success.
Perhaps the biggest achievement
was the degree of interaction and
warmth shown by the women, a large
proportion of whom have tackled this
stigmatising disease alone for many
years. Feedback from the women who
attended was extremely positive:
• “Many thanks for organising this really
useful and informative event”
• “It was all very interesting and helpful
even if not directly applicable to my
current situation. PLEASED, you made
me go through all three workshops—I
would have missed out otherwise!”
• “It was very informative—it exceeded
anything I thought. I enjoyed it and
hope to come again. I learned about
new methods and other health advice
that I will implement in my lifestyle
to further improve my health and
well-being.”

• “I didn’t know what to expect. I
worried perhaps some of this wouldn’t
apply to me after looking at the poster
(I’m past having babies) but I’m so glad
I attended.”
The majority of the women felt the
evening met their expectations, with
their main criticism being not having
enough time!
The women felt that all sessions
provided them with information they
didn’t previously know, which was
helpful to everyday living. The women
also gave suggestions for other topics
they would like to learn more about.
Almost all women said they would want
to attend more events similar to this
one and were keen to maintain contact
with one another.
The women’s enthusiasm and desire
for further events has highlighted the
importance of the HIV Patient Forum.
Not only as a provider for women’s
health and information needs, but
also as a much needed social resource
to provide emotional support for
HIV positive women facing similar
challenges in their lives.
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Canine compassion Stroke patient forum
helping patients
on Nell Gwynne
ward
Patient and Staff Experience Facilitator Carol Dale (3rd left) speaks to the group

T

he Stroke Unit is keen to sustain and
improve the service provided for
patients. The unit already has a survey
which is completed by patients on the
ward to collect important feedback
from their time in hospital. However
the team were keen to delve deeper
into the patient journey on Nell Gwynne
ward and gain a true picture of their
patients’ experience.

With help from Patient and Staff
Experience Facilitator Carol Dale, a
Stroke Association link worker and a
representative from K&C Link the unit
hosted their first Stroke Patient open
forum for ex-patients, their families
and carers. Stroke consultant Dr Pelly
and matron Stephen Lord also attended
along with six past stroke unit patients
and their carers.

Humphrey with a patient and Kristy Monkhouse (Therapy Assistant)

P

atients on the Nell Gwynne stroke
unit are benefiting from therapy of
a different kind.
Every Wednesday Humphrey, the
standard long-haired Dachshund,
spends the morning in the day room
where patients can visit him for a
therapy session.

Humphrey belongs to Chelsea and
Westminster volunteer Amanda PittBrown, who has been a patient on Nell
Gwynne herself.

Therapy assistant Kristy Monkhouse
had always known about PAT and on
joining the stroke rehab team thought
it would be especially suited to those
recovering from a stroke.
Kristy says: “Animals don’t judge
and give affection unconditionally.
Humphrey can help with speech
and language rehab generating
conversation and automatic responses,
as well as physical rehab through
stroking and brushing him.

Amanda joined the Pets As Therapy
(PAT) charity, who organise animals
to visit hospitals, nursing homes and
special needs schools, among others.

“One of the most important benefits
is the emotional wellbeing Humphrey
brings our patients, as they can become
depressed following a stroke and
animals can help.

Amanda decided to register Humphrey
as there is such a long waiting list for
PAT animals.

“Humphrey picks up on the emotion of
our patients.”

To become a PAT dog Humphrey’s
temperament and personality had to
be tested.

Patients complete different exercises
with Humphrey depending on their
needs.

Testing included seeing how Humphrey
coped with loud noises, objects being
thrown near him and even having his
tail pulled.

For example practicing saying ‘sit’ and
‘come here’ or clipping on his lead for
dexterity.

Humphrey’s visits are run through the
Therapies department.

Kristy concluded: “We are very lucky
to have Amanda, it has worked out
perfectly with Humphrey.”

The focus of the forum was transfers
of care and ward experience and a
great deal of useful information was
shared. Patients and carers shared their
own individual stories of stroke, what
happened to bring them onto the unit,
the time they spent on the ward here
at Chelsea and Westminster, as well
as the new challenges they now faced
at home and in the community. The

group was particularly supportive of
each other and were also keen to share
their feelings and emotional responses
to life after stroke.
The feedback fitted into three main
themes—communication, process
and transitions. The feedback has
been written up into a report which
was sent back to the attendees to view
before being shared with staff and
management teams. The stroke team
enjoyed meeting their patients again
and learning from their good advice and
information about their experiences, as
well as seeing the progress they have
made since being discharged.
All of the group were keen to
continue to be involved with further
developments and the team are now
putting together an action plan from
the forum which they hope to begin
to implement to make improvements
to the ward and service. It was a great
success and will hopefully be the first
of many collaborative projects.
The stroke team would like to thank
everyone involved and look forward
to working with everyone again in the
future.

Improving our service
in outpatients
T

he Outpatient team, led by Mike
Delahunty, ran a patient and staff
forum to discuss the ways that we
can improve the patient experience.
Patients kindly mapped their patient
journey through outpatients in small
groups and discussed the particular
points in the journey that they felt
already were excellent, and points that
could be better.

of the chairs for patients, a single
telephone contact point for changing or
checking on appointment times, being
advised what to bring with you, the
need for clear signs to find the right
department, the importance of a smile
and introductions, and being aware of
any disabilities and to offer help.

Staff and patients came together to
discuss ways that we could improve.
We were particularly interested in
discussing communications and the
information provided for patients, as
this has been highlighted in our patient
surveys.

We will build this helpful feedback into
regular patient experience observation
rounds based on the ‘15 Step Challenge
guide’ from the NHS Institute for
Innovation and Improvement. We
would like to thank all the staff and
patients involved for their time and
commitment.

It was helpful for staff to hear what it
is like from a patient’s perspective and
we were able to agree some important
areas to focus on, including review

For further information and if you
would like to run a similar event in your
service, please contact Carol Dale or
Mike Delahunty via e-mail.
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Welcome
Jenny Parr

Our award winning staff
BMJ Improving
Health Awards

Jenny Parr has returned to Chelsea and
Westminster as Outpatient Service
Improvement Manager.
She says: “This role is a very exciting
opportunity for me and my passion
lies within service improvement. I
look forward to helping improve the
outpatients services within the Trust
for patients and staff. It is great to be
back working at the Trust.”

Congratulations
Miss Zoë Penn

Miss Zoë Penn has been appointed as
the Trust’s Medical Director. She has
taken over from Dr Mike Anderson who
stepped down from the role of Medical
Director after ten years in post.
Zoë’s previous role at the Trust was
Divisional Medical Director for Women,
Neonatal, Children & Young People,
HIV, GUM & Dermatology Services and
she is a Consultant Obstetrician by
background.
Zoë has been a consultant with the
Trust for 17 years during which time
she has held a number of positions
including Clinical Lead for Gynaecology
and Clinical Director for Women and
Children’s Services.

Thank you
Dr Mike Anderson

Medicines at Discharge
(M@D) project shortlisted
in ‘Improvement of
Patient Safety’ category
Chelsea and Westminster’s M@D
project has been shortlisted for BMJ
Improving Health Awards 2013 in the
category of Improvement in Patient
Safety.

CHKS Top Hospital Awards
Chelsea and Westminster has been
shortlisted in two categories at the 2013
CHKS Top Hospital Awards—Patient
Safety and Excellence in Dementia Care.
Hospitals who have been shortlisted

in each category have excelled in the
CHKS indicators for that specific area of
healthcare so it is a huge credit to be a
finalist. The awards ceremony is taking
place on 30 April in London.

National Lifeblood VTE Awards

‘Improving Medication Reconciliation at
Discharge—Closing the Loop’ project is
a quality improvement initiative lead by
a core team of Chelsea and Westminster
patients, consultants and pharmacists
and involves a wider multidisciplinary
team. M@D is jointly supported by
Chelsea and Westminster Hospital and
Collaboration for Leadership in Applied
Health Research (CLAHRC) North West
London.
Poor communication about medication
changes when patients leave hospital
and move into the community care can
cause significant harm. At Chelsea and
Westminster Hospital, improvement in
the quality of discharge information
about m edic at ion c hang es has
improved patient safety, reduced
medication errors and improved patient
experience.
M@D has also been shortlisted in the
Patient Safety in Acute Care, Using
Technology and IT to Improve Patient
Safety and Using Data/Information
Management to Improve Patient Safety
categories at the 2013 Patient Safety
Awards.

Representatives from Lifeblood present Dr Helen Yarranton (2nd left),
Sheena Patel (centre) and Mr Amer Raza (2nd right) with their award
Sheena Patel (Specialist Anticoagulation Pharmacist), Dr Helen Yarranton
(Consultant Haematologist) and Mr
Amer Raza (Consultant Obstetrician
and Gynaecologist) were awarded Best
Obstetrics Venous Thromboembolism
Prevention at the National Lifeblood
VTE Awards in February.

Lifeblood, the thrombosis charity,
recognised the team’s dedication and
ambition to strive for excellence and
improve patient safety within the
Obstetrics department at Chelsea and
Westminster Hospital and their aim to
reduce venous thromboembolism for
patients.

UK Sexual Health Awards

Dean Street at Home
shortlisted in ‘Transforming
Patient Care Using
Technology’ category
Dean Street at Home, an HIV home
testing service pioneered by 56 Dean
Street, Chelsea and Westminster’s HIV
and sexual health clinic in Soho, has
been shortlisted for a BMJ Improving
Health Award in the Transforming
Patient Care Using Technology category.
Dean Street at Home is a collaboration
between 56 Dean Street, the social
networking website Gaydar and the
online medical service DrThom. 56 Dean
was the first NHS clinic to offer HIV
home testing.
Gaydar sends an instant message to
800 of its 120,000 registered users in
the Zone 1 Travelcard area each day.
Users complete an online pre-test
discussion and are then offered a free
HIV home testing kit from DrThom via
the dedicated website.

Sagal Osman (Facilitator), Dr Lazara Dominguez (Consultant),
Naomi Low-Beer (Consultant Gynaecologist) and Debora
Alcayde (FGM/Perineal Specialist Midwife) with their award

Female Genital
Mutilation Service wins
Adult Sexual Health
service of the Year

Dean Street at Home, the HIV home
testing service, and CliniQ, the sexual
health clinic for people from the Trans
community.

Care Integration
Awards

Dr Mike Anderson has recently stepped
down from the role of Medical Director
after ten years in post. Chief Executive
Tony Bell said: “I would like to take
the opportunity to thank Mike for his
significant contribution as Medical
Director.”

Patients who test negative get a text
message from DrThom giving them
the good news while patients whose
results indicate a possible positive are
contacted directly by the expert team
of health advisers at 56 Dean Street for
further tests and advice.

Chelsea and Westminster’s Female
Genital Mutilation service won the
Brook Adult Sexual Health Service
of the Year award at the 2013 UK
Sexual Health Awards. The entry
was submitted on behalf of the West
London Centre for Sexual Health in
partnership with the West London
African Women’s Service.

Mike will continue to work at the Trust
as a Consultant Gastroenterologist.

The BMJ Improving Health Awards are
taking place on 9 May in London.

56 Dean Street also had two services
shortlisted in the same category—

West London African Women’s Service,
which specialises in female genital
mutilation care, has been shortlisted
for a 2013 Care integration Award in
the ‘Women’s Health’ category.
The awards ceremony is on 9 July.
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Farewell

80% of staff recommend
Chelsea and Westminster

2012 Staff Survey—the results
T
he results of the 10th annual NHS
Staff Survey were published in
February.

66% of Trust staff completed and
returned their surveys, which puts
Chelsea and Westminster in the highest
20% of acute trusts nationally, and the
highest response rate of any acute
London trust.
80% of staff would be happy with the
standard of care if a friend or family
member required treatment compared
with an NHS average of 60%.

Staff engagement
For the 4th year in a row the Trust
remains in the top 20% of acute trusts
nationally for overall staff engagement,
measured by the percentage of staff
able to contribute to improvements at
work, staff recommendation of their
trust as a place to work or receive
treatment, and staff motivation at
work.
The Trust was in the top 20% of acute
trusts nationally in 14 of the 28 key
findings, above average in a further
four, and achieved the highest score
of all acute trusts nationally for the
percentage of staff reporting good
communic ation bet ween senior
management and staff.

While overall the survey results were
positive, there were some areas of
concern around the number of staff
experiencing discrimination, bullying
and harassment, or violence, either
from patients and members of the
public, or other staff members.

The percentage of staff saying
handwashing materials were always
available to either staff or service users,
and the number of staff not receiving
an appraisal or health and safety
training also needs looking into over
the coming months.

Debbie Richards

These action plans will be developed by
each department and division and are
worked on throughout the year.
If you would like to look at the
survey results in greater depth, the
full CQC report is available to staff
on the Intranet in Department s
► Human Resources ► Staff Survey
2012. The results can also be found
on the NHS staff survey website at
www.nhsstaffsurveys.com.

In-year staff
surveys

Mark Gammage, Director of HR said
“Overall these are positive results and
it is encouraging that, once again, we
are among the best hospitals nationally
in terms of recommendation as a place
to work, or receive treatment. We will
need to look at those areas that we
can improve on to improve our staff
experience of working here.”

As part of improving the staff
experience, the Trust is piloting
more regular staff surveys.
These will be electronic surveys
that will allow staff to give
feedback on specific concerns
about their department and
ways to improve it.

The Trust will use all the results from
the survey as the basis for this year’s
action plans which continue to improve
the working lives of staff. The Trust has
also established a focus group to review
the staff survey responses and help the
Trust action plan.

Andy Winter picks up his prize
on behalf of Team Resus Andy

Team Resus Andy (made up of Andy
Winter and his wife Aimée) won and
picked up a Red Nose Day medal and a
bottle of wine for their efforts.

Alison Kingston will be joining the
Trust to take over the role of Divisional
Director of Operations for Medicine and
Surgery in mid-April.

Osian Powell

Look out for more information
in future issues of Trust News.
Osian Powell is leaving the Trust on 8
May to take on the role of Divisional
Operations Director for Integrated
Medicine at Homerton University
Hospital. Osian said: “I’ve had a
hugely enjoyable time at Chelsea and
Westminster and have had the pleasure
and privilege of working with some
exceptional people. I will miss working
here and wish everyone all the best for
the future.”

Centre for Clinical
Practice holds
Comic Relief cake
competition
he Centre for Clinical Practice
held a bake-off for Comic Relief
in March. Centre staff baked cakes
and biscuits, which were judged for
the best bake.

Debbie Richards left Chelsea and
Westminster at the end of February
to take up the post of Associate Chief
Operating Officer for Integrated
Medicine at Buckinghamshire Healthcare
NHS Trust. Debbie said: “I’d like to thank
all my colleagues for their kind wishes,
generous leaving gifts and words of
encouragement. I have really enjoyed
working here over the past six years.
I have felt very supported by all my
colleagues and am proud to have worked
at Chelsea & Westminster. I will miss
everyone greatly.”

The responses will help inform
managers on a more regular
basis about staff experience.

If you would like to be involved in the
group, please contact Ebony Charles at
ebony.charles@chelwest.nhs.uk.

T
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After the judging, staff attending the
Centre for Simulation Training and
Mandatory Induction, and Centre for
Professional Learning staff bought
the cakes and biscuits for a minimum
donation of £1.

Dominic Clarke will be taking over the
role of General Manager for Medicine
and interviews are taking place to fill
Dominic’s current position as General
Manager for Surgery.

Veronica Corben

A big thank you to all involved, from
organising and baking, to buying and
eating! A total of £110 was raised.

Flu vaccination—1,857 staff vaccinated
T

The final overall data for London
showed that we were the second
highest vaccinated London hospital.

A g n e s O s e i , A l i c e N i g h t i n g a le,
Anneliese Hayes, Corrine Sullivan,
Carmel McCullough, Caroline Mills,
Charlene Brown, David Bushby,
Desiree Lindsey, Helen Mustoe, Hilary
Donnellan, Ian Smith, Jo Turner,
Kathryn Mangold, Lynne Baldock,
Melanie Guinan, Rosalind Wallis,
Stephanie Thomas, Tracy Stevenson,
Veronica Corben and Catherine Sands.

A special thank you to Occupational
Health for doing the staff training
and co-ordinating the clinics and
walkabouts and the vaccinators—

Due to their amazing efforts we have
certainly increased immunity at Chelsea
and Westminster and protected our
patients, staff, families and friends.

hank you to everyone for their
efforts towards the flu vaccinating
campaign this year.

The data this year is the highest ever
result with 1,857 staff vaccinated.
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Veronica Corben, Assistant Director of
Nursing Education, is leaving Chelsea
and Westminster on 11 April. Veronica
said: “In 42 years in the NHS, I have never
worked in such a friendly, well organised
and patient focused Trust. I have met
many fabulous people here, and worked
with enthusiastic and motivated staff, all
of whom I will miss greatly.
“I know that education will be in safe
hands in my teams, and that they will
continue the important work begun
with the same energy as now. My
memories will be of happy days and
tasks completed.”
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Research and Development
New R&D team
member
Mark Terry, Industry Facilitation Officer
sponsored clinical research trials,
having been involved in 72 such studies
across 12 NHS Trusts in his previous role
as the Industry R&D Facilitator at West
Midlands (South) Comprehensive Local
Research Network.

World Cancer Day
O

n 4 February, the Trust hosted a
stand in the main reception area
of the hospital in support of World
Cancer Day.

This provided the opportunity to not
only raise awareness of cancer and
the myths that surround it, but also to
inform staff, patients and the public

about ongoing and upcoming research
into cancer that is being undertaken
here at Chelsea and Westminster.
Many thanks to all those who got
involved, including our partners
in Macmillan Cancer Services, the
Smoking Cessation Service and Cancer
Research UK.

Working across two Trusts ensures
that every day is different in Mark’s
role. However, on a daily basis he can
frequently be found:
1. D e v e l o p i n g a n d m a i n t a i n i n g
oversight of the Trust’s new Industry
Strategy (designed to increase
commercial research activity)
he Research and Development
department are pleased to welcome
Mark Terry to the team and to the Trust.

T

2. Meeting with clinicians to discuss
the benefits of engaging with Life
Science Industry partners

Mark joins us as the Industry Facilitation
Officer, which is a new post shared
between Chelsea and Westminster
Hospital and The Royal Brompton
Hospital.

3. Negotiating budgets and contracts
for commercial research trials

Mark brings with him a wealth of
experience in the set-up, coordination
and management of commercially

4. Drawing up recruitment plans and
milestone schedules to ensure
that we recruit the agreed number
of patients within the agreed
timeframe for commercial research
trials

Research Associates Sarah Ladd and Sarah Kelly with
Kevin Kennie from the Smoking Cessation Service

Cancer Diagnosis in the Acute
Setting (CaDiAS)
C

onsultant Medical Oncologist Tom
Newsom-Davis is leading a research
team based at Chelsea and Westminster
which aims to understand why people
with cancer present for the first time
as an emergency.

2nd Floor, Lift Bank D
Tue–Fri: 10:30am–5:30pm
Appointments outside these
times by prior arrangement

The UK has poorer cancer survival rates
than other comparable countries and
some types of cancer are diagnosed
when the disease is more advanced.
Delays in diagnosis are associated with
poorer survival and factors such as a
delay in recognising the symptoms of
cancer, seeking medical advice and
accessing investigations and services.
Diagnosing cancer earlier is a key part
of improving cancer services in England.
Around a quarter of cancer patients
are diagnosed as part of an emergency
admission instead of through more
established routes such as urgent GP
‘two-week-wait’ referrals.
Tom Newsom-Davis says: “This is an
enormously exciting project which
has generated a lot of interest across
London.
“It has the potential to improve our
understanding of how cancer is being
diagnosed and should allow us to
improve the service the NHS offers
patients with suspected malignancy.”

Hair
Salon

10% staff discount
020 3315 8681
07565 108 045

Sarah Kelly (Research Associate), Tom Newsom-Davis (Consultant
Medical Oncologist) and Cathy Hughes (Project Manager)
Outline of project aims:
• The whole diagnostic pathway,
from first noticing a symptom to
emergency presentation in hospital
care, including the role of GP care
• The patient, clinical and organisational factors that contribute to an
emergency new cancer diagnosis
This will enable the researchers to
consider ways to encourage or facilitate
earlier presentation.
CaDiAS has been adopted by the
National Cancer Research Network, and

funded by the Department of Health on
behalf of the London Cancer Alliance.
Patients will also be recruited from
other London - based hospitals—
Hillingdon Hospital NHS Trust, Guy’s
and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation
Trust, Croydon University Hospital, St
George’s Hospital NHS Trust, University
Hospital Lewisham NHS Trust.
If you would like more information
about this study please contact Dr Tom
Newsom-Davis (Principal Investigator)
and Cathy Hughes (CaDiAS Project
Manager) at 020 3315 8209/x58209 or
email cathyhughes@nhs.net.
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